In this study, a method was presented to compute the discrepancy between samples based on the quantified pathway activities.
INTRODUCTION
A method was proposed to compute the dissimilarity between two gene expression samples based on features that represent pathway activity patterns. The proposed method was applied to clustering of cancer samples, where the RNA-Seq data of 267 melanoma patients from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) was clustered based on their pathway activities.
METHODS
A sample pathway activity vector (PAV) is represented as a collection of pathway activities for all pathways for the sample. PAV is computed based on the Bayesian network model. A pathway activity vector distance (PAVd) is proposed as a discrepancy measure between two sample pathway activity vectors.
RESULTS
From the result of applying hierarchical clustering to the pathway activity distribution matrix of the TCGA melanoma RNA-seq data, two groups of patients were identified -Group I and II. Table 1 lists the survival statistics on the two patient groups.
CONCLUSION
A distance measure PAVd has been formulated, which can compute the discrepancy between two gene expression samples in the scope of activity patterns of entire pathways. By applying the proposed method to cluster gene expression data of melanoma patients, we identified two potential subtypes of melanoma with distinguished pathway activity patterns. 
